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The Australian Story: Immigration
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•  In 1900s immigrants were most from UK 
and Europe, but in the last few decades an 
increasing proportion from Asia and 
elsewhere.

•  27% of all people living in Australia were 
born overseas (2011 Census, ABS)

•  Country of birth that increased the most in 
the last decade – China and India.

•  Australia is becoming an increasingly diverse 
and multi-cultural nation 


Top 10 Countries of Birth for the 
Overseas Born (2011 Census ABS)
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Why should we care?
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Credit: eatlittlebird.com

Credit: diwali-card.blogspot.com

Credit: smh.com.au

Credit: abc.net.au
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Beginnings: Vietnam
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Mum’s family is from Rach Gia, rural southern Vietnam.
•  One of 12 kids
•  Rice farmers
•  She only got 2 years of (primary) schooling

Dad’s family immigrated to Vietnam from China in the 
1940s.
•  Born in Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City)
•  Family business was grocery store
•  Dad managed to avoid serving in the Vietnam war


Credit: borntoridevietnam.com
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Vietnam in the late 1970s
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Devastated by the Vietnam War (1955 – 1975)
•  Saigon fell in1975
•  Millions were sent to ‘re-education’ camps 

and more than 150,000 died in those 
camps


Government became more repressive in 1978. 

Ethnic Chinese merchants were targeted 
•  Increased taxes, trade restrictions and even 

confiscating businesses

More and more boat people were encouraged 
to leave by the Vietnamese government

•  Profited by extorting thousands of dollars 
per refugee in bribes 

Evacuation of CIA personnel 1975, Credit: 
Hubert van Es, UPI

Cover of Time Magazine 24th October 1969
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Escaping Vietnam
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My dad’s family decided to escape:

•  Pooled all their money together and built (commissioned) a boat

•  Friends and family foremost, spots for others

•  Left from a beach near Saigon with about 200 people

•  Bribed government officials to look the other way
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Escaping Vietnam
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We left Vietnam in early 1979, I was about 8 months old

The journey was a very dangerous one
•  We were boarded 11 times by Thai pirates, who were after gold and 

jewellery
•  Captain almost hanged by the pirates

We reached Malaysia, but they refused to take us in.
•  Directed to Galang Island, Indonesia, where there was a UNHCR camp
•  After ~6 weeks at sea we arrived at the UNHCR camp
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Boat People
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•  The number of Vietnamese refugees in camps in SE Asian countries 
was estimated to be 350,000 in 1979 (UNHCR)


•  Over the period of 1975 to 1995, an estimated 800,000 refugees fled 

Vietnam by boat 

•  Number who died at sea are only guesses, but range from 200,000 to 
400,000



Credit: smh.com.au
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UNHCR Camp on Galang Island
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•  The two main countries that took in refugees from 
Galang Island were the US and Australia


•  We were given the choice of Australia or the US. 

•  Dad’s family decided on the US
•  Mum already had a sister in Perth so she chose 

Australia.

•  It was quite a long wait – the camp was our home for 
about 18 months

•  One of my little brothers was born there.

•  I got really sick and almost died. 



Credit: wikipedia

Credit: im-traveller.blogspot.com.au
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UNHCR Camp on Galang Island
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Immigrants in Australia
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•  My parents story is similar to many other Vietnamese immigrants – they 
started a business


•  1984 – 1991: Dad had a Chinese restaurant in the Perth CBD

•  1991 – 2013: Opened an Asian grocery store. Both mum and dad 
worked long hours there.
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Life as an Asian Australian
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Judged on my looks

Asian stereotype: 

•  speaks mother tongue, not fluent in English, bad at sports, very 

studious and hard working, very conservative and traditional, good at 
maths. Asian women are meek and submissive.

•  But I don’t fit the Asian stereotype!

Growing up I always felt different

•  Always the sense of being the other, but I felt more Australian than 

Chinese or Vietnamese

•  I identify with being Australian and culturally I am Australian

•  I don’t speak Teochew (my family’s Chinese dialect) very well and I lost 
ability to speak Vietnamese at age 6 or so
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Where are you from?
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This is a question I get asked all the time!

•  Can feel like the other person is trying to point out my otherness: 

“You’re obviously not Australian, so where are you really from?” 

•  Context is important. In general people are just curious or it’s just a way 
of making conversation.



Some people will embrace or be happy to be asked. Others could be 

offended or even confused

•  People can experience all of these emotions at once, or different ones 

depending on the situation
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Race and my career
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My story is a positive one for the most part. 

But some disadvantages:

•  Micro-inequities

•  Lack of role models / mentors

•  Lack of diversity in my peer groups
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Micro-inequities
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Micro-inequities:

•  are ways in which people are ignored, disrespected, undermined, or 

somehow treated in a different (negative) way because of their gender or 
race (or some other intrinsic characteristic). 

•  usually unintentional or unconscious

•  Individually each slight can be ignored but cumulative effect over years and 
years can be big.


Examples:

•  My name frequently mispronounced and misspelled 

•  First name vs middle name vs surname mixups

•  Getting called Mr or Sir 

•  Where are you from?
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Role models/mentors and peer group
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My career path:
•  1996 – 1998: Undergrad at UWA
•  1999 – 2005: Honours and PhD at ANU (RSAA/Stromlo)
•  2005 – 2010: Postdoc and staff scientist at Caltech
•  2010 – present: Associate Professor at UWA (Deputy SKA Project 

Scientist 2010 – 2013)

In undergrad I was one of two girls in physics in 2nd and 3rd year

At ANU, out of ~40 students within ± 4 years of me I was the only SE 

Asian student.

At Caltech there were more women and a bit more diversity in my 

department (IPAC), but minorities were still rare
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“You can’t be what you can’t see”
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Summer project after 2nd year undergrad at UWA with Dr Jingbo Wang

“You can’t be what you can’t see” 

- Marian Wright Edelman (US activist and author)
"we rely on stories, examples, leaders or, in the purest, most basic form, 

images that inform us about who we are and what our potential is, and 
without these, we are left unaware and unable to be that which we 
cannot see”


Originally a statement about how kids form an idea of what they can be 

from media, community, home, school, etc.

Taken in a broader sense, it summarises why role models are so important:
•  Not all of us are trail-blazers, we need role models for inspiration, 

leadership, advice, paths to follow and to help show us we can 
succeed
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Anecdote
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Dinner with a colleague from SKA Organisation

•  She wanted her kids to meet me because I am Asian
•  They lived in Cheshire, England
•  Her kids didn’t have any Asian friends in school
•  Open up their minds, meet someone from a different background
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Concluding remarks
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To me Australia is one of the most amazing countries in the world:
•  Safe haven and land of opportunity for 100,000s of immigrants and 

refugees
•  In one generation my family went from no education to basically the 

highest level possible, a PhD in Astrophysics

Don’t stereotype people or make assumptions from their looks.

Everyone has a unique story – a different background, upbringing, or 

pathway.

Role models and mentors are vital
•  Consider becoming one!
•  You might be one already!





